
How to Write Gooder
Improving Your Legal Writing, Top to Bottom



Quiz
§ None of Plant’s cases [are – or – is] controlling.

§ Neither of Plant’s claims [are – or – is] accurate.

§ But Page [only cites – or – cites only] one case.

§ Neither Defendant nor Plaintiffs [is – or – are] to blame.

§ Is it ever okay to ask a judge, “Why are you talking [”? – or – ?” – or – ?”?]

§ Bonham recovered his just [deserts – or – desserts].

§ We await Page’s reply with [baited – or – bated] breath.



3 Things to Consider for Better Writing

1. Audience

2. Ethics & Professional Responsibility

3. Readability



1. Audience: People and Purpose
We write differently depending on who we’re writing to and why.

Who is your audience?
1. Party People
2. Law People
3. The People

Why are you writing to them? (What is your purpose?)
• To communicate and to persuade

Same audience, different purpose = different writing 
Same purpose, different audience = different writing



§ Logos = logic, sound reasoning

§ Pathos = emotion, storytelling

§ Ethos = authority, credibility

Good writers change how they use these tools, depending on 
their audience and purpose.

Persuasion (Rhetoric)
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§ The man struck the girl.

§ The parent spanked the child.

§ The guard subdued the thief.

Rhetorical (Persuasive) Exercise: Pathos
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2. Ethics & Professional Responsibility

No misrepresentations.

Why? Because ethics = ethos.



3. Readability
Good writing is both art (matter of taste) and science (matter of evidence).

Science: 
Studies show “readability” affects comprehension and retention, which in 
turn affect persuasion.

§ Shorter words, shorter sentences, shorter paragraphs—shorter documents!
§ Fewer words (e.g., change “In light of the fact that” to “Because”).

• Cut adverbs & adjectives—instead choose better verbs & nouns. (See pathos exercise.)
• Contractions are okay!

§ Break into sections; use headings (and numbering)—signposts!
§ Better typography! One of the easiest ways to improve readability…



Strategies for Shortening:
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§ Eliminate false subjects.
• There are three reasons why this won’t work.
• This won’t work for three reasons.

§ Eliminate passive voice (unless purposeful).
• The task was completed by two teams.
• Two teams completed the task.

§ Use shorter/punchier words.
• The meeting in regards to… (or concerning…)
• The meeting about…

§ Eliminate unnecessary clutter.
• Don’t do this: Plaintiff Amiri Baraka (“Baraka”)
• Don’t do this: There were five (5) gallons.
• Don’t cite three cases when one case will do.



Seriously, contractions are okay!
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Justice Kagan

Justice Alito

Justice Frankfurter 
(1961)



• Use more white space.
• Use visuals.

General Typography Tips



Use more white space (and bold for emphasis).



Use visuals.
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Questions?

Jason P. Steed
Email: jsteed@kilpatricktownsend.com


